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By Mr. Luitwieler of Newton, petition of Frank A. Goodwin that

persons getting on and off motor buses be protected by the provisions
of law regulating the safety of persons alighting from or boarding cars
of street railway companies. Highways and Motor Vehicles. Jan. 11.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Seven.

An Act to protect Passengers Getting On and Off Buses.

1 Section fourteen of chapter ninety of the General Laws,
2 as amended by chapter three hundred and five of the
3 acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-five, is hereby
4 further amended by inserting after the word “railway”
5 in the eleventh line the words: or a bus, and by in-
-6 sorting after the word “car” in the fifteenth line the
7 words: or bus, so as to read as follows: Section
8 14■ Every person operating a motor vehicle shall bring
9 the vehicle and the motor propelling it immediately to a

10 stop when approaching a horse or other draft animal be-
ll ing led, ridden or driven, if such animal appears to be
12 frightened and if the person in charge thereof shall signal
13 so to do; and, if traveling in the opposite direction to
14 that in which such animal is proceeding, said vehicle
15 shall remain stationary so long as may be reasonable to
16 allow such animal to pass; or, if traveling in the same
17 direction, the person operating shall use reasonable cau-
-18 tion in thereafter passing such animal. In approaching
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19 or passing a car of a street railway or a bus which has
20 been stopped to allow passengers to alight from or board
21 the same, the person operating a motor vehicle shall not
22 drive such vehicle within eight feet of the running board
23 or lowest step of the car or bus then in use by passengers
24 for the purpose of alighting or boarding, except by the
25 express direction of a traffic officer or except at points
26 where passengers are protected by safety zones. Upon
27 approaching a pedestrian who is upon the traveled part
28 of any way and not upon a sidewalk, every person oper-
-29 ating a motor vehicle shall slow down, and shall sound
30 a timely signal with his bell, horn or other device for
31 signalling. The person operating a motor vehicle on any
32 way upon approaching an intersecting way or a curve or
33 a corner in said way where his view is obstructed shall
34 slow down and upon approaching any junction of said
35 way with an intersecting way before turning into the
36 same shall slow down and keep to the right of the inter-
-37 section of the center lines of both ways or extensions
38 thereof, when turning to the right, and shall pass to the
39 right of the intersection of the center lines of said ways
40 or extensions thereof before turning to the left.






